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Abstract

Marketers have expressed substantial enthusiasm about the potential of social media data to enhance marketing research, and the computer science literature provides many examples of using the text and network connections of social media users to infer measurements of broad interest to marketers. Yet, adoption of such machine learning approaches has been surprisingly limited in marketing practice. We believe that, for many prediction and classification tasks, the hurdle of procuring the labeled training data that is generally necessary to build such models may be limiting widespread adoption. Such training data can be very expensive to generate, and for many tasks, may not be feasible at all. Further, the rapidly changing nature of social platforms leads to an often limited lifespan for models once trained, further decreasing the value proposition of investment. We propose that the organic structure of social media itself can be leveraged to circumvent the need for such curated training data for a variety of marketing-relevant prediction and classification tasks, making such models much more accessible and useful to marketers. We describe two emerging methodological themes of weak supervision (training on exemplars and training on groups) that are broadly promising towards this goal, and discuss examples of how they have been applied towards a variety of marketing tasks—in all cases, without requiring any manually labeled training data, and in some cases, requiring nothing more than a single keyword as input. Our hope in presenting these methodological themes and implementation examples is that it will inspire and facilitate the development of more flexible, scalable, and cost-effective models for marketing applications, and stimulate additional research in this area.

1

Over the past decade, the effective use of social media as a marketing resource has emerged as a top priority among global CMOs and marketing managers[1], and by 2020 it is expected that a full quarter of firms’ marketing budgets will be allocated towards social media[2]. The growing excitement is not just about disseminating marketing messages to customers, but also about the potential use of secondary social media data for generating insights about consumers and markets to supplement or replace traditional marketing research methods involving primary data collection (such as surveys) which can be costly and subject to many limitations [3, 4].

Yet, the vast majority of marketing practitioners are reporting unpreparedness for the digital data explosion [1], and as of the end of 2015, only 6.2% were even attempting to mine unstructured text and network data on social media for consumer insights [2]. There has been limited guidance from the academic marketing literature, where articles on machine learning
and artificial intelligence methods for mining social media data for marketing insights have been surprisingly sparse.

At the same time, the computer science literature has exploded with thousands of papers on machine learning-based social media analytics, many with relevance to marketing. These papers have shown, among other things, that a wide range of measures about consumers that are of interest to marketing research can be reliably inferred from the text and network data trails left by consumers on social media [5, 6, 7]—and that these inferred measures can be of practical value to marketers, for example, by improving the performance of social media ad campaigns [8]. Many of these findings have received a great deal of attention not only within the computer science field, but also among much broader audiences. For example, studies showing that detailed personality and characteristic profiles of Facebook users can be inferred from what they “like” in their Facebook profiles [9, 10] were the subject of a broadly disseminated TED talk receiving over two million views [11].

Given the focus on marketing-relevant social media problems in the machine learning literature and the publicity around this work, why, then, has adoption in marketing research and practice been so limited? One reason may lie in communication barriers between marketing and data science [12], and importantly, interdisciplinary efforts are being established at many universities and conferences to help bridge these gaps. Another reason may relate to data access and privacy concerns. In the wake of high-profile scandals involving the sharing and use of personal data [13, 14], new regulations such as the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) have been enacted to attempt to protect privacy and provide consumers with more control over their information, and many social media platforms have begun revising and tightening their data access policies [15, 16]. Marketers may be unsure how to navigate this changing environment, and how to legally and ethically acquire and extract optimal value from personal data. Importantly, ongoing research is helping to clarify trade-offs and systematize and formalize risks in various methods for processing sensitive private data [17]. However, even as policies and standards evolve for accessing and sharing private data, there is still a wealth of public social media data that is not considered protected by modern regulations and can be freely accessed and used for marketing purposes, with fewer ethical quandaries to navigate. Thus, we believe there is another key reason for the limited adoption of social media data mining in marketing practice: the limitations of the extant machine learning approaches themselves, in terms of the practicality and cost-effectiveness of applying them in practice towards customized marketing research tasks. In this paper, we discuss a emerging thematic approach for overcoming this obstacle, making the development of such models more scalable and cost-effective for marketers.

As the term “machine learning” is quite broad, for this paper, we limit our scope to discussing social media tasks involving the prediction or classification of market research measures (such as the perceived reliability of a brand, or the amount of consumer interest in a particular topic), historically obtained through surveys or human observation. Prevalent such applications in the academic literature include tracking brand sentiment [5, 6] and inferring user personality [7, 9, 10]. Such prediction and classification tasks have great use to marketers, and are typically performed through supervised machine learning. The researchers begin with a large set of labeled training data, from which they determine what (observable) social media features are predictive of the (unobservable) measure(s) of interest. Unfortunately, such data can be difficult and costly to obtain (which makes sense—if the labels were easy to acquire, then the need for a
predictive model would not be very high!). For example, in order to predict users’ personalities from the text of their Facebook statuses, one team of researchers relied on over 70,000 Facebook users self-reporting their personality traits via an app, and also providing researchers access to their status updates[18]. To predict the political alignment of Twitter users, another research team relied on two researchers manually reading through the profiles and activities of 1,000 Twitter users to subjectively assess their individual political leanings[19]—a highly tedious and time-consuming process, and also (for many talks) error-prone.

Because of this need for extensive labeled training data, building such predictive models comes with many of the same limitations as primary data collection (along with the often additional costs of manual tuning by skilled data scientists). Furthermore, even if one does invest in building such a model, it may bear a high risk of going out of date quickly in the rapidly evolving context of social media (for example, many features found in prior studies to be predictive of key personality traits [10] no longer exist on the platform). The high up-front costs and limited lifespans of these supervised machine learning models means that it may often not be feasible or cost effective to invest in the (often very substantial) resources needed to build and maintain them for the particular measures and context of interest to a given marketing researcher.

However, a fortunate feature of social media is that end users are continuously and organically providing valuable structure to the text and social network data therein. Importantly, this organic structure can be exploited to circumvent the need for curated training data for a wide variety of prediction and classification tasks useful to marketers—thus opening the door for substantially more feasible, cost-effective, and potentially effective implementation in practice.

2 Leveraging Structure from Users

A major contributor to the revolution in Internet search in the late 1990’s and early 2000’s was the incorporation of the idea that web users were organically providing trackable information about what web pages they considered important, through the creation of backlinks—and that the ranking of search results could be improved by effectively interpreting this user-provided structure[20, 21]. While the ranking algorithm now used by Google comprises a wide range of complex and proprietary algorithms, a core component of the innovation was the shift away from static predictive models and towards “a machine to capture living time and living labour and to transform the common intellect into network value”[22]. Social media did not come to prominence among consumers (and then marketers) until well after Internet search did—but it similarly contains organic, evolving structure that can help scale algorithms for marketing measurement if leveraged appropriately. Most analogously to Google’s use of backlinks as a source of information about a webpage’s importance, many have observed, for example, that “follow” and “like” relationships (in addition to hyperlinks) now provide easily accessible evidence of user judgments and affinity, and metrics such as a brand’s follower count and a post’s engagement rate are commonly used in marketing practice to help gauge popularity[23]. However, in marketing applications that seek to provide more nuanced and detailed information about consumers and brands, such relationships are by and large treated as features from which another measure of interest (such as user personality) can be predicted, generally through the
aforementioned process of curating labeled data and training a supervised machine learning model[9, 10].

However, the inherent and organic structure of social media make it particularly amenable to the emerging method of weak supervision [24], i.e., the use of noisier but easier-to-acquire training data. The goal of this paper is to discuss two promising methodological themes of weak supervision that have been emerging towards the goal of enabling accurate social media prediction and classification models using minimal human input: training on exemplars, and training on groups. We draw on recent and in-progress examples to conceptually illustrate how these approaches can be applied towards three common marketing tasks: classifying text by topic, measuring dimensions of brand image, and identifying user characteristics, without the need for any individually labeled training data. It is our hope that these examples will convey the flexibility of the broad methodological themes, and stimulate additional marketing research applications.

3 Learning from Exemplars

As discussed earlier, a key obstacle in the development of supervised machine learning models for social media is the onerous task of manually labeling enough individual data items to effectively train a high quality model. However, because organic social media data are actually quite organized, it is not always necessary to manually label individual items; greater efficiency can be obtained by leveraging this structure. Social media data such as user texts and relationship-based endorsements are not distributed randomly over a platform; rather, such data are naturally organized and correlated by accounts. The first insight in the process of exemplar-based training is that, given this structure, in many cases we can label and train by accounts, rather than by individual data items (such as individual posts or individual “likes”).

For example, if we can label a set of accounts that we know are dedicated to sustainability (such as the Twitter account @GreenPeace), we can infer that the textual contents of such exemplar accounts’ collective statuses will reference the topic of sustainability with greater frequency than that of similar, but non-environmentally oriented accounts (such as @RedCross); and that their followers are, on aggregate, more likely to value sustainability. Of course, not every post written by GreenPeace will be about the environment, and not every one of their followers will value the environment. But, the relative proportions of such will be predictably higher for a set of well-chosen exemplars, compared to non-exemplars.

Labeling accounts as exemplars of a quality of interest provides two important practical advantages compared to labeling individual data items. First, it dramatically reduces the amount of data that needs to be labeled. Second, it allows the resulting models to easily stay up-to-date even if linguistic and popularity trends change rapidly. Because accounts are live, rather than static data items, the account-level labels can be used to re-train a model with the most up-to-date features (e.g., newly invented hashtags) at any time.

The next insight in the process of exemplar-based training is that it’s not only features that are organized into accounts—accounts are also often organically organized by users into meaningful groups. For example, on the Twitter platform, there are over three million user-generated Lists of accounts, which are curated by users to create thematic news feeds. In many cases, such structure can be exploited to automatically identify a broadly representative set of
correlated exemplar accounts— for example, by entering in a single keyword query to automatically search for relevant lists and extract suitable exemplars.

In the following sections, we describe in more concrete terms how exemplar-based training has been used to fully automate two common marketing tasks: classifying social media posts by topics, and estimating the strength of brand image dimensions.

### 3.1 Example Marketing Application: Tracking Social Media Posts by Topic

A common goal in social media marketing research is to identify, quantify, and track user-generated (UGC) or marketer-generated (MGC) content about a particular topic. For example, brand managers may be interested in tracking how their competitors are positioning themselves through MGC. Marketing researchers may be interested in tracking the dynamics between MGC and consumer attitudes. Marketers deciding which platforms to advertise on may wish to measure the volume of conversations about different topics on different platforms. Product researchers may wish to track trends in user conversations over time.

Common approaches for building text classifiers include using lexicon-based tools (such as LIWC [25]), which rely on a set of expert-contributed keywords that are believed to indicate relevance to a topic of interest; and supervised machine learning approaches, which (typically) require multiple judges to hand label a large set of posts according the their relevance to the topic at hand. To date, the lexicon approach has been utilized with far greater frequency in the marketing literature (LIWC itself has been used in hundreds of social science studies), possibly due to the relative ease of applying it. However, pre-existing lexicons exist only for a limited number of topics, and the extant lexicons may not be consistently reliable for social media applications, where posts can be short and linguistic cues (such as hashtags and emoticons) evolve rapidly[26]. Furthermore, new lexicons can be difficult to build for topics with many ambiguously relevant keywords (e.g., is the word “green” a reliable indicator of sustainability-relevance, when it can also refer simply to the color or other non-environmental meanings?). While traditional supervised machine learning methods may promise customizing to context, in practice, manually labeling enough posts to enable accurate training can in many cases be prohibitively expensive or difficult, in particular for sparsely discussed topics, which are often the most useful to track. Furthermore, the short length of posts may limit such models’ abilities to adapt as new hashtags, slang, and cultural references evolve. For some topics, exemplar-based training can provide a low-cost and highly accurate alternative approach to text classification of social media posts.

One context that is particularly well-suited for this approach is the task of classifying cause-related MGC on social media—for example, to track competitive positioning, monitor authenticity, or study its relationship to brand image. This method has been applied to build a classifier to track sustainability-related marketing generated text on Twitter and Facebook[27]. The process begins with using CharityNavigator.org to semi-automatically identify forty environmental nonprofits (the exemplars) and forty non-environmental non-profits (the controls). Twitter accounts are identified for each non-profit, and Twitter’s API is used to access the most recent tweets from each. The tweets are cleaned and normalized according to standard processes, and tokenized into hashtags and bigrams. Tokens not appearing in tweets from at least three distinct accounts are removed to minimize organization-specific terms. Feature selection is used to identify tokens most predictive of being in the exemplar set, and an
“environmental” classifier is built using standard methods from these predictive terms. When tested against hand-labeled brand tweets, the precision obtained from such methods was estimated to be as high as 99%. Though this work is still in progress, we expect that this approach would work well for other social causes as well, such as health and social justice (for which there are also non-profit organizations that can be downloaded from CharityNavigator.org).

For classification of other topics (besides social causes), for which high-quality exemplars may not be as easily identifiable, Twitter Lists provides a compelling alternative. Because users are continually curating news feeds of accounts that tweet with frequency about specific topics, searching these lists by a keyword of interest can return a list of relevant lists, each of which is a list of (potentially) relevant accounts. Subject to some automated quality controls (e.g., accounts must be active and should appear on more than one list), these accounts can become meaningful exemplars (and exemplars identified through a similar process, but for a different keyword, can be used as controls, after removing any overlapping accounts). Researchers have had success using this approach to build tweet classifiers for a range of topics (e.g., “books”, “art”, “technology”), requiring nothing more than a single word of input[28]. Because exemplars identified through lists (or through identification sites such as CharityNavigator) tend to be organizations, or professional influencers with large followings, their linguistic patterns are often more similar to that of MGC than UGC. However, in some cases, domain adaptation may be applied to achieve accuracy in classifying UGC (competitive with a fully supervised approach) without sacrificing the automation[28].

3.2 Example Marketing Application: Tracking Attribute-Specific Brand Perceptions

Another common goal in marketing research is to measure consumer brand perceptions[29], often with the goal of creating perceptual maps. A perceptual map is a foundational tool in marketing research that plots a set of brands by how strongly they are perceived along two different dimensions (e.g., taste vs. nutrition) and is used for tasks such as identifying market opportunities and tracking brand image changes[30]. For decades, they have been generated by surveying consumers directly [31], but this reliance on primary data has been frequently lamented by marketing researchers as costly, limited in scale, and subject to a myriad of self-selection and self-report biases[3, 32, 33]. These limitations are becoming increasingly urgent in modern times, as survey response rates have fallen precipitously in recent years[34].

Although some have attempted to investigate brand image through mining user-generated text on social media[4], much of this work has focused on the discovery of new associations through clustering approaches[35, 36], rather than on the quantification of image along pre-determined dimensions of interest. Sentiment analysis has been applied many times towards the goal of measuring overall brand sentiment[37, 38, 39]; however, sentiment is a topic-independent feature that can be measured for any brand mention. For many attributes of interest (e.g., environmental friendliness or luxuriousness), the sparsity of UGC mentions of the brand and that attribute may limit the reliability of UGC-based analyses. However, although most Twitter uses don't actively post text[40, 41] (and fewer still post about a given brand in concurrence with a perceptual attribute of interest to marketers), the silent majority of Twitter users are still providing valuable information about their values and perceptions through their "mere virtual presence"[42]—that is, through their location in the social network.
Researchers have used exemplar-based training to automatically generate perceptual maps for brand image attributes of interest by assessing the similarity between a brand’s followers and the followers of exemplar accounts of that attribute[43]. Specifically, a keyword representing an attribute of interest (e.g., “nutrition”, or “luxury”) is used to search Twitter lists for lists users have made about that attribute. As in the prior example with text classification, a large set of exemplars is identified by selecting active accounts that appear on multiple lists (and, if applicable, excluding any accounts that are for the brands whose image is to be estimated). Once this set is established, the IDs of the followers of both the exemplars and the brands to be mapped can be extracted from Twitter’s API, and compared. Because the followers of the exemplar accounts are, on average, expected to value the attribute at hand at a higher than typical rate, having a high degree of followership overlap with these exemplars provides a signal that the brand is valued for that attribute. In this paper, the authors quantified brand image as the brand’s average Jaccard similarity with the exemplars, inversely weighted by the exemplar’s number of followers—though showed that the general approach is robust to a variety of network similarity measures. Using a sample of over two hundred brands across three sectors, for three example attributes, the fully automated exemplar-trained network similarity ratings correlated strongly with directly elicited survey ratings for the attributes at hand.

Exemplar-based training has the advantage of being fully automated; because both lists and accounts are being actively updated by users, this approach allows training on the most up-to-date text and network material at the time of running, often requiring no more than a keyword of input. As such, it offers feasibility and scalability of development relative to more traditional supervised training approaches. It is our hope that the two examples discussed—classifying text and quantifying brand perceptions—demonstrate the flexible potential of this general approach towards increasing the accessibility of data mining tasks to marketers. While these methods are not yet mainstream, it is our hope that these examples will stimulate extensions and refinements of these methods to additional marketing applications.

4 Learning from Groups

Another promising approach towards lower-cost prediction and classification involves the use of learning from customized groupings of social media users. While individually labeled data can be difficult, costly, or impossible to acquire for many variables of interest, aggregate data labels are often much more readily available (e.g., 14% of individuals in this zip code have depression vs. this specific individual has depression), especially as regulations and concerns regarding the protection of individual-level data strengthen. Inasmuch as prediction and classification models can be trained on label proportions for groups, rather than on individually labeled data, it opens the door to far more applications at far lower cost. Over the past decade, computer scientists have been developing and refining general methods for learning from label proportions (LLP)—enabling the utilization of existing secondary distant labels, rather than manually-curated individual labels, for some classification and prediction tasks [44, 45, 46]. However, little of this literature has focused of social media-based applications. We believe that social media is particularly amenable to this approach, as users can be grouped meaningfully a number of ways (by location, brand followership, interest in a topic, etc.), which provides substantial flexibility in creating groups that map to useful sources of aggregated labels. As such, we suspect that using
LLP methods with different groupings of social media users can open the door to much simpler and more scalable social media data mining for marketers. In the following section, we illustrate through the example problem of inferring user characteristics how LLP can be used applied towards market research tasks on social media.

4.1 Example Marketing Application: Estimating User Characteristics

Marketers are often interested in knowing the demographic or characteristic profile of groups of consumers. Being able to measure this on social media can help marketers understand questions such as how their brand communities differ from their competitors', how their brand communities are changing over time, how to characterize consumers interested in a particular emerging topic, and key differences are between consumers who post positively vs. negatively about their brand. Going further, being able to classify individual users according to demographics and characteristics opens the door to highly personalized marketing, more nuanced models of advertising response, as well as the ability to control for demographics in online research studies.

Because there are so many ways to meaningfully group users on social media, there is considerable opportunity for creating groupings that match meaningfully to extant sources of aggregated label proportions. For example, the overall demographic profiles of visitors to a large variety of brand websites is freely available on websites such as Quantcast.com and Alexa.com. While such information is not directly available for all brands, and may not be available for brands of interest to a given marketing team, it is available for thousands of brands that can be used for training a more general model. Researchers have, for example, matched proportion labels for demographics of brands’ website visitors (including categories for age, ethnicity, education, political views, and parental status) to those brands’ follower sets on Twitter\(^1\).

The text and network features of the brands’ followers were used as features to train a model to estimate the percent of followers who belonged to each demographic category. Using hold-out samples from the website visitor profiles for validation, high accuracy rates were achieved, and the linguistic features and followed accounts most indicative of membership in any given demographic category were identified[28]. In a similar manner, other researchers have mapped county-level racial profiles reported in U.S. Census to tweets geotagged from each county, and trained a classifier to predict the racial composition of a county based on the text of the tweets originating from that county[47].

These are two examples of sources of public data for which groupings on social media can be easily created to map to the aggregated labels; we expect, given the flexibility of groupings on social media, that there are potentially many more. A potential advance of this method is that, once a predictive model is built using Twitter user groups that map to extant aggregated data labels (in the above cases, brand visitors or county residents), then users can be grouped in different ways, and the model can be applied to predict detailed demographic profiles of groupings relevant to a wide range of marketing questions—for example, users who tweet about #BigData; users who complain frequently online about a brand; or users who are most (and least) likely to engage with brand posts. Encouragingly, both of these example studies proceeded to adapt their

---

\(^1\) with the assumption that, if brand Twitter followers differed systematically from brand website visitors, these differences would be consistent across brands
resulting predictive models into models that classify individual users by membership into a demographic category. Using individually labeled data for a subset of demographic categories that could be reliably inferred from profile observation, these classification models, which were trained entirely on distant secondary label proportions, were competitive with traditionally supervised approaches requiring manually labeled individual-level training data.

It is our hope that these examples will motivate other researchers to take advantage of the flexible groupings on social media and seek additional applications for learning from label proportions from cost-effective, up-to-date aggregated labeled data, as an additional approach towards circumventing the need for individually labeled training data.

5 Moving Forward

We have described two methodological themes (learning from exemplars and learning from groups) that are emerging as promising approaches towards making machine learning for social media-based marketing research more flexible, scalable, and cost-effective. Although the presented methods of weak supervision provide many advantages over the more prominent supervised machine learning methods, they, of course, have their own limitations and cannot be applied in all contexts. Exemplar-based training can only be performed when exemplars of the trait to be predicted can be identified, and when the trait can be predicted from observable account features such as language use or network connections. Group-based training can only be performed when groupings can be made on social media that map to sources of aggregated data for variables of interest. However, we believe that the nature of social media—with meaningful organic user networks—makes it particularly amenable to a wide range of such applications. While these approaches do not preclude the need for training and validation, they offer a means for doing so in a more efficient and scalable manner than is required for fully supervised methods.

We have discussed initial implementations of these approaches towards three very different marketing tasks: classifying posts by topic, quantifying dimensions of brand image, and inferring user characteristics. Results thus far have been promising, and there is much room to grow in both refining and extending the methods and applications. It is our hope that the ideas and examples presented here will stimulate additional research in this emerging area, leading to an increase in the variety and automaticity of reliable social media-based marketing research algorithms, and more widespread adoption in marketing practice.
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